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JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE COMMISSIONER 

FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 

Eighth Report — “Report on the functions of the Commissioner for Children and Young People:  

Working with children checks” — Tabling 

MS A.R. MITCHELL (Kingsley) [12.13 pm]: I am pleased to present for tabling the eighth report of the Joint 

Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People.  

[See paper 4552.] 

Ms A.R. MITCHELL: This report is on the functions of the Commissioner for Children and Young People with 

respect to the working with children checks. The basis for this report is that the Commissioner for Children and 

Young People Act 2006 has an unproclaimed function, which, if enacted, will transfer the administration of the 

Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004 to the commissioner. A statutory review of the 

working with children act is underway, so the committee felt that it was timely to present its findings so that 

these could be considered as part of the review.  

The committee has examined this unproclaimed function of the Commissioner for Children and Young People 

Act over the past three years through consultation and hearings with representatives in other states, territories 

and New Zealand. This included commissioners for children, or their like counterparts; ministers; government 

personnel; and community organisations. The investigation commenced with the examination of the legislative 

passages of the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004 and the Commissioner for 

Children and Young People Act 2006 to determine where the intent to confer a working with children check on 

the commissioner originated. The Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act was passed before 

the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act was established and so our committee found no reference 

to a children’s commissioner when the bill was debated. In contrast, the committee found that the later 

Commissioner for Children and Young People Act was passed with the provision to allow for future 

administration of the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act.  

During the committee’s deliberations on determining whether the Working with Children (Criminal Record 

Checking) Act function should be administered by the Commissioner for Children and Young People, we made 

some key findings. Firstly, most children’s commissioners were established because of systemic issues within 

child protection in their states. In particular, I mention the Wood royal commission in New South Wales and the 

Forde inquiry in Queensland. Secondly, when this is the case, an independent body was by far the best approach 

to address the concerns rather than placing the checking system within the government sector, because that is 

where the problems had been found. The committee recognises that when a commissioner’s role is very much 

focused on child protection, an independent organisation generally associated with the children’s commissioner 

or the like is the best location for the working with children check function. I flag here that in finding 5 of the 

report we may need to make a small amendment to what is there; it is not incorrect, but we may just amend that 

slightly.  

The role of the children’s commissioner in Western Australia was not established under these conditions; it was 

established in entirely different conditions with a focus on advocacy rather than child protection. The working 

with children legislation was passed in 2004 and was operating before legislation for a children’s commissioner 

was introduced in 2006. Therefore, it was established and operating well. Certainly, there was debate over the 

Commissioner for Children and Young People legislation, including the transfer of the employment screening 

function provided by the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act to the Commissioner for 

Children and Young People at a later date. The minister responsible at the time of the debate, Hon Sheila 

McHale, used the rationale that this would be consistent with practices in New South Wales and Queensland, and 

would provide the screening processes with independence.  

Since the formation of this Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People, this 

function of the act, more than any other, has been under scrutiny and we have come to the opinion and the view, 

as stated in the report, that there are advantages for the working with children check to be administered by an 

independent body; the functions of the Western Australian children’s commissioner are much greater than other 

jurisdictions, and are not just child protection. Therefore, we believe that it is appropriate in the Western 

Australian context for the Department for Child Protection to continue to be responsible for the administration of 

the working with children checks, as the department’s main focus is in fact protection. Also during the 

examination of the working with children checks and the act, both in Western Australia and other jurisdictions, 

the committee identified areas of potential improvement to the Western Australian working with children check 

system. We believe that the review going on at the moment certainly enables this to occur and we would 

welcome these thoughts being considered. The first one is that there is actually a need for audits on working with 

children checks conducted by the Department for Child Protection on its own staff; that is, the initial check 
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system and also the renewal check system. Victoria has a very effective system in place in this area. The working 

with children checks are administered by a government department and it is a function of the Office of the Child 

Safety Commissioner in Victoria. Once again, there are like bodies in different states; they are not necessarily 

the same. It is the function of the Child Safety Commissioner in Victoria to audit the working with children 

check system and report the result of the audit to the relevant ministers.  

The commissioner may also make any recommendations that are appropriate to ensure that the checks 

undertaken are in accordance with the act. Our committee observes that this approach has merit in safeguarding 

both the integrity of the act and the overall integrity of the working with children check system. The committee 

met with the Director General of the Department for Child Protection, Terry Murphy, who informed the 

committee that there was no external audit process in place examining the assessment of checks for the 

departmental staff. Mr Murphy acknowledged that it may be prudent to ask the Auditor General to conduct a 

periodic review, and he would see merit in a legislative requirement that that occur. I must say that there are no 

specific instances relating to the conduct of working with children checks in Western Australia that are of 

concern; this is just something that we have identified that we believe would improve the system and give more 

credibility to the Department for Child Protection. We would like to eliminate any perception of conflict of 

interest from the process and to protect the ongoing integrity of the process. As such, the committee recommends 

that legislative amendment to the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004 be made to 

ensure periodic auditing of the working with children checks and renewals the administrating body performs on 

its own staff. We also encourage the minister to request that the Auditor General undertake an audit of the 

system now and not wait until perhaps legislative change. Once again, it is about the perception and we want to 

ensure that that is addressed. 

The final component of our investigation involves the sharing of some data that can be obtained through the 

conduct of the working with children checks, which we would like to be explored. This would occur only 

between the CEO of the Department for Child Protection and the Commissioner for Children and Young People. 

It is envisaged that only information pertaining to the scope, operation and functions of the organisations dealing 

with children should be shared. We are not talking about having open who-got-what and who-did-not 

information sharing. The committee is of the opinion that this type of information sharing would benefit the 

commissioner’s work and enable the commissioner to contribute to the overall strengthening of the working with 

children check system in Western Australia. 

I take this time to thank our staff, Renee Gould and Emma Clegg—I wish Emma well as she leaves us to return 

to another department—and my parliamentary colleagues for their work in this area and the ongoing work that 

continues.  

MR M.P. WHITELY (Bassendean) [12.22 pm]: I will make a short contribution that basically echoes the 

words of the member for Kingsley, the chairperson of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for 

Children and Young People.  

Basically, the eighth report looks at whether the Commissioner for Children and Young People should perform 

working with children checks and the answer that we came to is an unequivocal “no”. The major reason for that 

is we believe it should properly be in the hands of an agency that has specific responsibility for child protection. 

It has the capacity to interfere with the children’s commissioner’s main function as an advocate for children’s 

rights and on children’s issues and the potential to divert attention from that function. There is also, in my view, 

potential for the children’s commissioner to become a service deliverer in a sense, rather than an advocate, and 

therefore become accountable for the adequacy of that service provision.  

There are some strong arguments for keeping a line of responsibility for working with children checks with a 

relevant minister. In other words, if the checks fail and somebody who is unsuitable to work with children slips 

through the system and gets a working with children check authorisation, there needs to be a direct line of 

political responsibility. I am quite comfortable for that to rest with the Minister for Child Protection.  

The member for Kingsley made a brief comment about the need to maybe amend finding 5. I think we made a 

little slip-up in the process of signing off on this report. I do not blame the staff for this; I accept responsibility, 

along with the other committee members, for not being absolutely clear with what we meant about finding 5. 

Finding 5 currently states — 

There are advantages to working with children checks being administered by a body independent of 

government, such as a Children’s Commissioner. 

What we in fact meant to say, in my reading of finding 5, is that there are advantages to working with children 

checks being administered by a body independent of government with a child protection focus. I think in the 

confusion that comes about with the track changes that sometimes occur in committee reports, we 

unintentionally authorised the wrong amendment. I will take that up with the committee at our next meeting. 
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But, certainly, I do not think the children’s commissioner is the appropriate person, and I do not think there are 

significant advantages in having the children’s commissioner perform the working with children checks. It is, 

however, appropriate for that function to rest with a body with a child protection focus such as the Department 

for Child Protection. 

The second issue identified in the report was the oversight of the Department for Child Protection’s self-

monitoring—that is, who gives the working with children checks to the staff working at the Department for 

Child Protection. I would have thought there is an obvious political imperative for any minister in charge of the 

Department for Child Protection to ensure that the process of looking at the department’s workers is extremely 

rigorous. If I were the Minister for Child Protection, the first thing I would do is ensure that there was absolutely 

no question about the veracity of the internal departmental checks. Nonetheless, there is no formal mechanism 

for doing that, as identified by the chairperson, and we have suggested that the Minister for Child Protection 

invite the Auditor General or another appropriate body to conduct an independent audit of the working with 

children checks conducted by the Department for Child Protection of its own staff, which is in fact 

recommendation 2. The committee is suggesting that the Minister for Child Protection engage an external body 

to ensure that her department is doing its own departmental staff checks adequately. That would seem to be a 

prudent management approach. With that small proviso, I think it entirely appropriate that the Department for 

Child Protection continue to do the child protection checks, as long as there is adequate oversight to ensure the 

internal monitoring is performed well. 

Overall, the focus in this report is fairly narrow. As I said, the primary focus of the report was to investigate 

whether it was appropriate for the children’s commissioner to do the working with children checks. The 

committee clearly said that we did not think that it was appropriate, that the checks should be the responsibility 

of an agency with general responsibility for child protection, and that it had the capacity to interfere with the 

primary advocacy role of the children’s commissioner. 

There is the small issue with finding 5 as a result of an inadvertent error in, I think, the track changes process. I 

have had discussions with the member for Kingsley, and I believe she has had discussions with Hon Nick 

Goiran, who seems to share my view that we perhaps need to clarify just what is meant by finding 5. Other than 

that, I commend the report to the house. I also thank the staff, Renee Gould and Emma Clegg, for the quality of 

the work they do. I wish Emma the best. I know that today is her last day working for the Parliament before she 

returns to her job at the police department, so I wish her the best in her continued career there. I commend the 

report to the house. 

 


